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Sam Saboura knows a thing or two about style.s Intensive Makeover. With a closetful of
secrets, he provides dressed your favorite celebrities and countless women on ABC’ Now he
reveals his insider tips and foolproof tips so that you can always appearance great—by making
fashion choices that function for your figure and your personality.re at the office, enjoying a
particular date, or indulging per day off—whether you’Learn to shop like the pros, know how a
tailor can transform your wardrobe, and find out the magic of the proper undergarments that
can take you down a few sizes—these are are just some of the proven solutions that have
helped women everywhere look their absolute best. This is your chance to find your own real
design.
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Good book but This book is written within an informal, right down to earth, engaging style.
Nevertheless, I had some issues with his book. Furthermore, he offers an whole, indispensible
chapter on foundation garments that a lot of style books treat with much less importance. He
offers intensive advice on jeans, building a basic closet, tailoring, and since he does not insist
on Hermes hand bags, or Ralph Lauren jeans, his guidance won't break the bank or raise
eyebrows. Saboura is full of easy to follow, easy to execute suggestions that work.
Disappointing! Materials- He is extremely detailed about cuts and designs for your body type
with small focus on fabric except in the dressing for workplace section. For example, a pencil
skirt in matte jersey would appearance much better on an hourglass than one in textured
boucle which would better fit someone who must add bulk with their lower torso.2. Color-
Color advice is also limited except for foundation colors like black, camel, grey, white etc. I've
had this reserve for about 2 years and I've described it often usually during change of seasons
when I am searching for an revise, and it by no means fails me. Really Great I love this style
book.3. Some strange recommendations- My own opinion is a gemstone tennis bracelet isn't
an everyday accessory if you don't are a hollywood starlet, and one does not use a blush pink
fit to function if one wants to project authority.4. Five Stars great read! Its simple and to the
point. Also, he limitations accesories to shoes and jewelry, mostly.5. Where to look-I think this
is where the "pocket stylist" ratings over this book. More than just answering my questions, this
reserve reached in and answered queries I acquired no idea to ask.6. Lots of timeless secrets
which will stick around regardless of how fashions modification. The plus pear formed girl, and
the plus sized hour glass, I am uncertain what they are to check out. Style Secrets -- So True!
What a great, fun, and informative publication! With this, you may have a definite notion of
shapes when you attend the mall, but not of brands you need to be checking out first. The
plus sized styles specifically covered will be the woman who is round around and the woman
who is big on top. And I really like the lively writing design -- it sensed like Sam was speaking
with me! You are this body shape and this is certainly what you ought to wear. for friend i wish
i did not have to write an assessment and was able to just give it a superstar rating Not very
helpful I was expecting way more info out of this book predicated on Sam's makeovers for
one of the morning displays. Not for me Didn't care for. I ended up throwing it apart cause it
wasn't worthy of anything to resell. Nevertheless, it could have been much more beneficial to
me if instead of the sketches of females used as examples in inside the reserve, they used
actual photos of ladies wearing clothing appropriate for each physique - like they perform on
the cover.1. Absolutely loved it I love the design books and even though I feel I'm very good as
of this, I learned a whole lot in this reserve and I love his tone. He makes females feel they
ARE alright, whatever their physique is. Accesories - Tips are not specific. Some basic caveats,
for some blondes and redheads who appear deathly pale in black would help - especially
since you cannot look fashionable when you look sickly. I think Sam does an excellent job of
sticking with classics, and locating fashion advice that fit the body. There is nothing at all to
trendy and everything makes sense for every day life. He possesses fabric selections for each,
however when you have only five choices, it is not much. What sneakers look best with what
styles isn't covered in much details and this is important for all those girls who wear ankle
strap stilletoes with denim miniskirts. Not good for a beginner I was looking for a basic book.
Good book - could possibly be better This book did help me to get an idea of basics I should
have in my own closet to flatter my own body type. There have been two web pages of
general info on each body shape, then the remaining book was general tips. I was extremely
disappointed.
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